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**Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation:** Honour School of History and Modern Languages

**Brief note about nature of change:**
Removal of optional additional Extended Essay Paper XIV and insertion of full content Paper XIV Dissertation

**Location of change:** In *Examination Regulations 2019*:
https://examregs.admin.ox.ac.uk/Regulation?code=hsohandmodelang

**Effective date**
For students starting FHS from MT 2020
For first examination from 2022-23

**Detail of change**

1.256. Honour School of Modern Languages, *one* paper chosen from Papers IV, V, IX, X, XI, or XII, XII, or XIV.

[...]

1.30(iii) Any one of the Papers IV, V, IX, X, XI, XII or XIV not already offered, as specified for the Honour School of Modern Languages; except that a candidate who has chosen a Special Subject (Paper XII) at clause B6 above may not choose another such Special Subject.

1.31(iv) An Extended Essay *A Dissertation (Paper XIV)* as specified for the Honour School of Modern Languages or a thesis based on original research as specified in Regulation -B6 for the Honour School of History, except sub-clause 5 of that regulation should read ‘beginning of Trinity Full Term of the academic year preceding that in which the candidate spends a year abroad’.
Explanatory Notes

To reflect the conversion of the former optional Extended Essay Paper XIV to a full content Paper XIV Dissertation.